signify the variability of the adverbial lexical units and the peculiarities of their functioning in various
formal syntactic positions and in various zones of the patois under investigation.
Results. The article regards the adverbs for manner of action of various semantic and
syntactic groups (the manner of revealing the action, and those of contrastive feat simile semantics),
being found in the dialect texts within Mid Upper Dnieper patois. Amidst nominative adverbs
belonging to the intermediate class are the two above mentioned divisions, the former being
signified within each of the semantic groups. Textual representation accounts for quite a scarce
number of the adverbs for manner of action compared to the circumstantial and defining, whereas
those of contrastive feat simile semantics are numbered in the lea st, and their specified groups are
rarely to be found in both literary and speech usage. Variations in the adverbs for manner of action
are mostly due to phonetic and morphological features of the patois and account for the quite long
period of their formation.
Originality. The article profoundly promotes the methodology, new to modern dialect theory,
that of investigating morphological units in the natural dialect speech, the original repertory of adverbs
for manner of action being presented, as well as their structure and semantics and also their functioning
in the Mid Upper Dnieper dialects.
Conclusion. Most dialectal adverbial units have become literary normal, which proves the Mid
Upper Dnieper patois to be the basis for the literary Ukrainian language, though some part of the
adverbs account for the originality of the dialect under investigation. The paper appears to versify a
quite extended usage of regional dialect lexical units, word building and phonetic lexeme variants: being
typical for various Mid Upper Dnieper dialects, they are significant for the patois under consideration
and reflect their own historic features.
Key words: dialect, adverbial units, defining pronouns, dialect text, Mid Upper Dnieper patois,
adverbial unit, pronoun and nominative adverbs, adverbs for manner of action, contrastive feat simile
adverbs.
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earwig

Earwig is derived from Old English are ear and wicga, insect . The name comes from the
old wives tale that earwigs burrow into the brains of humans through the ear and therein lay
their eggs. Though the notion has no basis in fact, earwigs, being curious omnivores
predisposed to hiding in small holes, may well have crawled into a human ear at some time or
other seeking a warm humid crevice (7).
sacred
sacred
scarab
The
ancient Egyptians thought of the sacred scarab, a dung-eating beetle, as a holy animal. It was
used as a symbol of the sun because of its circular shape and bright golden colours. They
believed that the scarab was one of the forms under which their sun-god appeared. When the
beetles rolled the ball of dung along the ground, the ancient Egyptians thought it was like the
sun crossing over the earth during each day (
).
mormon cricket
Tradition tells of a story where the first Mormon
settlement in Utah was saved from famine by gulls eating hordes of Mormon crickets that had
been destroying their first wheat crop; hence the name of the insect
-

[

332]

pharaoh s ant
The name possibly arises from the mistaken tradition that it was one of the
plagues of ancient Egypt
lantern fly The head of some species is produced
into a hollow process, resembling a snout, which is sometimes inflated and nearly as large as
the body of the insect, sometimes elongated, narrow and apically upturned. It was believed,
mainly on the authority of Maria Sibylla Merian, that this process, the so -called lantern, was
luminous at night (7).

lady beetle (ladybug, ladybird
Most species of lady beetles are among our most
beneficial insects as they consume huge numbers of plant feeding insects mostly aphids.
This fact and their attractive appearance have contributed to the generally good opinion of
them held by most people. The name that the insect bears in the various languages of Europe
is clearly mythic. In this, as in other cases, the Virgin Mary has supplanted Freyja, the
fertility goddess of Norse mythology; so that Freyjuhaena and Frouehenge have been
changed into Marienvoglein
(7)
Lady refers to the Virgin Mary (Our lady) who in early paintings is
seen wearing a red cloak
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dragonfly
Swedish folklore holds
that the devil uses dragonflies to weigh people s souls. Another Swedish legend holds that
trolls use the dragonflies as spindles when weaving their clothes (hence the Swedish word for
dragonfly
, lit.
) as well as sending them to poke out the eyes of their
enemies. In some South American countries, dragonflies are also called matacaballo (horse
killer), or caballito del diablo
e
species being quite large for an insect. For some Native American tribes they represent
swiftness and activity (7)
devil s
coach-horse
Its name came from Irish mythology where this particular
beetle was considered symbol of corruption. It was believed to have the power to kill on sight,
and that it would eat sinners. When the beetle raised its tail, it was thought to be casting a
curse. The foul smelling fluid emitted added to the effect (
).
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MYTHOLOGEMIC MOTIVATION OF ENGLISH ENTOMONYMS
Introducton. Our investigation deals with cognitive onomasiological analysis of motivational
mechanisms in modern English entomological nomenclature. The relevance of this research is
determined by the special need to interpret the interiorization of a peculiar insect microworld in the
scientific world picture of the English people. It makes it possible to identify language sources as well as
nominative techniques of designating this nomenclature system.
Purpose. Our research aims at investigating motivational mechanisms in the scope of
mythologemically motivated English entomonyms.
Methods. The major method of our research is O.
s cognitive onomasiological
analysis which includes two stages
the interpretation of English entomonyms onomasiological
structure and simulation of the fragment knowledge about an insect. This method has helped to establish
regularity in English entomol
Results.
irrational as it is based on beliefs, legends, superstitions existent in ethnic consciousness. They reflect

hological ideas. Very often they
derive from archetypes of the collective unconscious and correlate with such psychological functions as
intuition and transcendence. In a language they are fixed in culturally marked signs that represent in
particular names of entomological cultural code. Many beliefs, superstitions, legends, and tales deal
significant information.
Mythologemic motivation of English entomonyms can be of propositional, metaphorical, or
evaluative character. Thus, proposition that lies in the basis of mythologemically motivated English
entomonyms, is non-controversial. It establishes an unverified idea.
Sometimes mythologemic motivation of English insect names can be of metaphorical nature. It is
explained by the fact that a myth accumulates figurative layers and hides behind the metaphorical
designations of its eventual canvas. The essence of such mythologemic motivation lies in using signs of
one cultural code or concept for designating others.
Mythologemes can reflect the evaluation of certain insects by ethnic consciousness
their
subdivision on useful and harmful, good-looking and ugly. Evaluation of insects derives mostly from folk
beliefs and Christian mythology.
Originality. We were the first to investigate mythologemic motivation of English insect
nomenclature names.
Conclusion. Mythologemic motivation of English entomonyms makes it possible to penetrate into
the remote layers of folk consciousness and ascertain its reflections in the ethnic culture.
Key words: entomonym; nomenclature; mythologemic motivation; cognitive onomasiological
analysis; onomasiological structure; mental psychonetic complex.
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